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Abstract
The Corrigan— Goddard conditions for the parameters describing a system
of a Sl(2) monopoles in static eduilibrium are solved for small values of the
paranieters The thi independent parameters are exhibited explicitly, and turn
out to have a simple group theoretical interpretation.
(1)
As shown by Ward and Ati.yah the solutions to the llogomolnvi equations
for static StJ(2) monopoles may be formulated in terms of an SL(2,c) transition
matrix, and recently, building on some earlier resuits(2), Corrigan and Goddard’
have proposed an Ansatz for the transition matrix to describe any possible
configuration of 11 monopoles. The Ansatz is non—singular for at least small
monopole separations. But it contains n(n+2) parameters satisfying n(n-2)
conditions (most of them transceidentai) and so it is not easy to estraci a
set of 4n independent parameters or to identify the parameters with the
physical properties of the system. Indeed it has not even been shown that
the u(n—2) conditions really do admit solutions with 4n independent parameters
Accordingly, it may be of interest to simplify the conditions so that thiv can
be examined in more detail. In a previous paper the simpl ificatir’ns that
arise by imposing special symmetries on the system were considered, and in the
present note we wish to consider the simplifications that arise for sisal] values
of the parameters, that is, for linear perturbations of the superimposed
(axi symmetric) solutions. It turns out that for small values of the paramet ers
the n(n—2) conditions can be completely solved and the transition matrix
exhibited explicitly. Furthermore, all 4n independent parameters and all the
symmetries of the system are already present, and so the linear approximation
gives some insight into the meaning of the parameters. The group—theoretical
meaning becomes immediately clear. They are the excitations belonging to the
(1—dimensional) irreducible representations of the extended group of rotations
around the z—axis C parity i.e. (m,!) where m n—l ,n. The relationship of
the parameters to the coordinates of the monopoles (zeros of the Higgs field (X)
requires further study, but apparently all 4n parameters appear in the gauge—
invariant quantity x) and so have a direct spatial interpretation.
To obtain our results we use the Wardk form of the solutions to the
Bogomolnyi equation, in which the trans.ition matrix is determined by a single
function f—N/H where N and H are defined as follows. Let x.x±y, be the space
coordinates. the Ward—Atiyah variable and Y 9 *X YThen
Ii ts)
H I where l
the are constant, and N is chosen so that f is entire in x,y and z.
The CG Ansatz for N is that
where K tiI) , H-
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— f , (15)
where takes only the two end—values fl’1 for the generic
case and the values ) n-h, n and 1 for the special cases
m=O and m=n, respectively. Thus in each column the vector SQis
completely determined by the 2—vectors in the 2—spaces at the foot
of the column (Fig. ib). Since there are just 4n parameters Ein (15) we
see that, even for small variations we obtain the full set of independent








One can actually go a little further with (15) by noting that in
(14) has n elements connecting even and odd values of i,k. It then follows
that (15) can be decomposed into
a )a:,t, E1 and 8 - (‘ )÷, , -)
where 2 are even and odd integers taking only a single end—value each.
In other words the n(n—2) conditions (14) not only apply separately to each
column m, but also apply separately to even and odd components within each
column (Fig. 2). Thus the effect of the conditions is to fix the directions
of the vectors aand 6o , leavint only their magnitudes as free
porarneters.
A simple group theoretical interpretation of these results may be obtained
by considering the group CmXP of rotations around the z—axis and parity
(wi)
transformations. Tn fact one sees at once that the E and belong to
the irreducible representations (m4) of this group for m=n,n—1. Note that
the 6 belong to the same irreducible representation (m,± ) for all k,
because the axisyninetric solutions, and hence the f—matrices, arecxP_invariant.
One sees therefore that the parametrization of H according to the 4n parameters
corresponds to a decomposition of H according to
One might then ask how the other symmetries of the superimposed case,
such as reflexions in the coordinate planes, affect the solutions (16).
( m)
Clearly the other symmetries cannot decompose the C± further, since the
latter are one—dimensional, but what they do is to relate the E and S0k4
for different m. Since the k_Inatrices are invariant with respect to these
symmetries, the relationships will be the same for the t and the
for all k, and so may be formulated in terms of the alone. The relation
ships for the general t’ have been tabulated in ref. (5) and it is trivial
ts’I
to transfer them to the E± . For example, hermiticity and invariance under




=E’ and E4 (18)
respectively. In particular, hermiticity and xz—reflexion invariance together
Lb.t)
require that the E± be real.
An important question is how the 4n parameters appear in the Higgs field
and how they are related to the 3n monopole coordinates (zeros of ).
Unfortunately, the answer to this question requires a computation of
from the transition matrix, to order x” at least, and such a computation is
very difficult. The best we can obtain at present are seine qualitative features.
First, we note that if all the i are zero except one, then that one breaks the
continuous axial symmetry of the function H down to the discrete axial symmetry Cm
given by rotations through 2w r/m, r=1. . .m. Thus each t separately describes
a ring (or rings) of monopoles as discussed in ref. (5) (although the ensemble
of will not describe a superposition of rings). It is then clear that, to
first order in £“ ‘) takes the form
÷
“ S’i n’i
where the coefficients f,3) , () , are independent of If
the rings do not collapse to points to first order mE which we have proved
for mn in ref. (5) and is plausible for all m) then the coefficient of none
I,)
of 6 -f in (19) is zero. For this reason, and also because there is no reason
to discriminate against any particular set of it is plausible that all 4n paramete
rs, will actually occur in (19). If this is the case, the gauge—invariant
quantity ()will depend not only on the 3n parameters describing the positions




of the monopoles, but also on the n ‘internal’ pararneters. With regard to
the 3m monopole coordinates themselves, a preliminary study of (19) indicates
tnat the separations between the nionopoles will not be of uniform order in E.
More precisely, if all the are of order S, the study indicates that the
separations are of all orders 6 , for r=1. . .n.
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The manner in which each column in Fig. Ia splits into
entries of alternating parity is illustrated. The f—matrix
in Scs’ ( )>e connects only entries of
same parity. The non—zero E —entries are circled and it is
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Diagramatic representation of the n(n42) parameters
which occur in the definition of H in (1). Note that the
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Diagrammatic representation of the 4n independent
parameters in (15), wherc& d’ 2 )6’ and all
the E are zero except the last two in each column.
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